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Physical Description:  
Typewritten copies of the following journals of the Reverend Daniel Little of Kennebunk, pastor of the  
Second Congregational Society in Wells, as follows:  

Mr. Little’s Tour of the White Mountains (July 23, 1784 – July 27, 1784), pg. 104  

Journal of Mr. Little’s Tour to Penobscot, 1786 (July – September), pg. 5-17.  

Account of the Tour and Mission of the Rev. Little in company with the Rev. Abiel Abbot, in the year  
1787, pg. 18-22.  

Mr. Little’s Journal from July 1, 1774, to October 10, 1774, pg. 23-51.  Note:  This journal actually runs  
through October 11th.  

Commissioners Conference with the Indians at Penobscot in 1786, pg. 52-55.  

Extracts from the Rev. Daniel Little’s Journal of 1787, pg. 56-61.  

Mr. Little’s Tour to Penobscot by direction of the Governor and Council from June 3 to July 15, 1788,  
pg. 61-71.  

There are three copies.  Copy number two is marked as “Proofread.”  Pages 1-4 are missing from copy  
three.  

According to a note with the typescript, they are “copy of a copy of Daniel Little’s Tour of the White  
Mountains loaned to the Brick Store Museum by Judge Harold H. Bourne, Fall 1960.”  

For information about the Rev. Little, see Bourne and Remich’s histories of Kennebunk.
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